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Introduction

Unit 2: Writing and Research

This is the first series of the new International A Level assessment, divided into three sections with
a total of 80 possible marks.

Section A requires the student to translate a short English passage into Arabic, aiming to transfer
the meaning accurately and formally in the target language.

Section B requires the student to write a 240-280 word essay in response to a short Arabic
language stimulus. Students will choose to write creatively or discursively on the topic through two
options provided. The assessment rewards students for communicating relevant information
effectively as well as for the quality of the Arabic language produced.

Section C requires the student to answer one question, of 300-400 words in Arabic, that relates to a
topic or text chosen from the prescribed list featured in the Specification. A choice of two questions
are offered for each of the prescribed topics and text.
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Question 1 

WAA 2 is contained a passage of 200 words in English to translate into Arabic, most students were
successful and achieved a good grade.

However a small number of students demonstrated that they were unable to transfer terms such
as "Egyptologists", "or Ancient Egyptian" and even the glossed term "artefact".
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This candidate translated the English passage successfully into
Arabic. The style, vocabulary and sentence construction all
suggested an authentic Arabic text with natural nuance.

Practice translating from English to Arabic during the year.

Enrich your Arabic vocabulary by reading contemporary texts from
newspapers and magazines.

Make sure when translating the text to look again, focussing on
the construction of sentences, spelling and grammar.
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Question 2 (a) 

The Discursive essay, students were required to write a story based on the events described in the
given text, concluding the story with the statement “The judge was fair on his judgement”. Most
responses were able to successfully reflect on the relationship between a merchant and the
amateur pilot, demonstrating the deception made by the merchant and the innocence of the
customer. The ruling made by the judge was usually explained effectively with logical
considerations, and remembered to include personal opinions.
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This is a good response with an interesting dialogue and ending,
though it could have been better if the story begins from the start
instead of letting the examiner go back to the question. The
language quality is good despite the influence of the spoken
language sometimes.

You need to begin your story clearly. Make sure your story flows
logically.

Be as creative and imaginative as possible without becoming too
extreme.
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Question 2 (b) 

For the creative essay, an equally popular question to part (a), most students wrote interesting
stories about a fair person in a society, and the influence of that person on the development of the
society. Some students chose a person, such as a teacher, doctor, professional, clergy or any other
individual in role of leadership. They developed a story demonstrating how their fairness has had a
positive effect on the community as a result.
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This example demonstrates a very good quality essay, with high
quality of language. There is evidence of good planning.

Read the question carefully and plan the essay before writing.

Make sure you included all points stated in the question.

Check your answer.
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Question 3 (a) 

No student chose to respond to this question.

Question 3 (b) 

The most popular choices by students for influential scientists from Arab History were Avicenna, Al
Khwarizmi, and Ibn Al-Haytham. Almost all students successfully discussed thier contributions to
humanity and how these discoveries have helped to advance modern science.
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The essay demonstrates excellent knowledge, with logical
progression and relevant independent points of view.

The quality of language and structure is consistently between high
and easy.

Read the question, understand it and make sure that the answer
addresses the topic.

Planning is always good as it gives you clear structure and makes
your essay flow smoothly and easy to read.
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Question 4 (a) 

The students who answered this question about Arab's fine art, successfully wrote a good essay
about Arab fine arts such as handicraft of jewellery, arabesque , woodwork, glasswork, pottery,
religious arts and books.
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Note the extremely clear and effective organisation of the essay
and the progressive nature of the ideas expressed.

Language is of high quality and vocabulary is appropriate for the
topic.

Prepare well by studying different aspects of the topics.

When answering the question, make sure that you always focus on
the question, so you don’t drift away.
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Question 4 (b) 

A significant number of students lost a lot of marks as they did not express their understanding and
knowledge about a chosen modern Arab building with substantiated references to the importance
and cultural significance to the population of its country. However, many successful students were
able to do this and also provided logical personal opinions and demonstrated independent
thought. Examples of buildings: various towers of the gulf states, stadiums, Cairo Opera House, the
Egyptian High Dam, museums, Makkah Clock Tower, Mosques such as Hassan II mosque in
Casablanca or Sheikh Zayed Mosque in Abu Dhabi. The market square in Sharjah, Katara in Qatar,
shopping centres and airports and others around the 20th century. Unsuccessful students didn't
read the question properly and wrote about buildings that cannot be accepted pre- 1900AD, for
example the Ka’ba, Abu Simbel temple, Dome of the Rock, the Egyptian Museum in Cairo, Pyramids
and the Hanging Church.
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Question 5 (a) 

A highly successful question amongst students, who summarised appropriate events of Husband
Upon Request, focussing on the main social issues in the film, evaluating the situations and
especially the behaviour of the husbands; remembering to include thier own opinion too.

Based on the premise in Muslim society, that if a couple divorce, then later wish to remarry, the
wife has to have been married and divorced to another before the original couple can remarry.
Adel Imam plays a husband for hire to help couples in that situation, where he is hired to marry for
one night and is divorced the next day by the registrar. It becomes a big business, until the last
hired marriage where he and the new wife fall in love.

The film explores the importance of marriage and the social and emotional significance it has on
individuals and society. It also challenges an increase in divorce in the modern era, and that these
decisions should be taken with great care.
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This candidate watched the film yet failed to give a good answer. A
very short response with no details or highlighting of the main
points. It gives an incomplete summary story of the film, with no
analysis or comments on the events or characters, hence did not
address the question. It is clear that this candidate did not look at
the SAM or practised essay writing.

It is good practice to be familiar with questions by using the SAM
and past papers.

For this type of question, you need to know all the events in the
right sequence, analyse and give your views.

Addressing the main points of the question is very important to
get a high mark.
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Question 5 (b) 

Based on the film students watched “My wife is the company director”. Successful essays focussed
on the culture of discrimination in the workplace. The events of the film were analysed be analysed
with reference to the cultural attitudes at the root of this type of discrimination and their personal
opinions.

Question 6 (a) 

Successful students summarised the events of The Land, focusing on the main issues in the film
and evaluating how people make sacrifices to protect their land. Higher grades were achieved by
those who also demonstrated their own opinion in their analysis of the film’s aims.

Question 6 (b) 

Based on the film “The VIP’s wife”, successful essays focussed on the events of the film and the
reaction of the main character upon losing his position towards his family. The events of the film
were analysed effectively by most students who chose this question, with reference to the
relationships between the members of the family and included their personal opinions.

Question 7 (a) 

No students chose this question.

Question 7 (b) 

Successful students wrote a focussed essay about the poet Ahmed Hegazi and his anthology “A city
without a heart”, writing an accuate account about Hegazi’s life and era with a good description and
a logical evaluation about his style of language and the imagery he uses.
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Question 8 (a) 

Successful students wrote about the two main characters, Sarah and Hammam, and the very
different personalities and views they hold. A logical analysis of the two characters was made by all
students who chose this question. All students made excellent reference to the intentions of the
writer thougout and included their own opinion.

This successful student achieved a full mark of 30/30 .
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As can be seen, the student answers the question directly and
accurately. Superb quality of language and substaintiated
thoughout.

Students would do well to follow the style and essay plan
demonstrated by this response.
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Question 8 (b) 

Successful students discussed marriage as a social institution of equal partnership between the
wife and husband. The novel “The Wedding of Zain” by Al-Tayyeb Saleh explores the character of
Zain, a person with mental illness and an unusual physical appearance. Students focussed on how
the girls mocked him, but one eventually decided to marry him. Most students accurately described
the events of the novel and linked the significance it had on the message intended by the writer.
Highest marks were obtained by those who also remembered to include thier own logical opinions
with their analysis.
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Paper Summary

Based on their performance this year, teachers and students are offered the following advice.

The most important issues that all students must address are grammar and spelling. Often, there
were responses where even basic grammar was non-existent; for example, plural, dual, verb
conjugations, use of preposition words (if, but, for, etc)

The Specification provides a list of all of the essential grammar for IAL Arabic. Students should
practice spelling and phonetic awareness. Students should be able to differentiate between 

 etc

Handwriting is a continuing issue each year. Students need to improve the clarity of their writing.
Students are advised that the spaces provided in the answer booklet are more than enough to
produce an appropriate response.

The specification is clear, has enough information, and it should be followed accordingly. In
addition, SAMs are made available for effective preparation.
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Grade Boundaries

Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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